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In society life, action of human being is ever arranged and limited by various social norm. Its 

target is  to be each every action of human being do not each other interfere in and harmless 

of other party, as have been marked with lines in social norm which have been agreed on 

with. Social norm function as controller of each every deportment of human being in society 

life which is as a rule referred as by a social observation. Social observation can do duty off 

the criminal law, is such as those which happened in Lebuh Dalem Countryside of Menggala 

Timur Subdistrict of Tulang Bawang. In the Countryside a acting criminal theft conducted by 

a adolescent usually will be given by  sanction that is social sanction. 

Hence this research aim to to know the social sanction any kind of given by society to 

adolescent conducting to act the kriminal theft, to know how the social sanction process 

given, and how impact from social sanction which  is passed to adolescent of perpetrator act 

the kriminal theft in Lebuh Dalem Countryside of Menggala Timur Subdistrict of Tulang 

Bawang. this Research type represent the descriptive research, with the quantitative approach. 

In this research sum up the sampel determined by using endued random technique ( Stratified 

Random Sampling). with the responder amount as much 70 ( seventy) people. Technique of 

data collecting use the keusioner, interview and documentation. 

Result of this research is show that there is some social sanction given by Countryside society 

Lebuh Dalem to adolescent of perpetrator act the criminal theft for example that is, 

exhortation, gibing, conference in Kampong hall (pepung), fine and also excommunication by 

society. Process from the social sanction gift is usually determined by passing conference in 

Kampong hall (pepung) by attending figure of exist in Lebuh Dalem Countryside and also 

family from adolescent of the theft perpetrator. As for impact from social sanction gift by 

society to adolescent of theft perpetrator can be pulled by conclusion that social sanction it is 

true not yet full abolish the theft number of among adolescent of countryside Lebuh Dalem of 

Menggala Timur of Subdistrict but social sanction able to depress the theft number of among 

adolescent, this matter is visible from there no adolescent of perpetrator act the theft which 

return caught by after given by a the sanction. Thereby social sanction which given by society 

to adolescent of theft perpetrator have able to depress the theft number of among adolescent 

of itself. 
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